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Abstract

Stark
electric

of

broadening

of Zeeman

absorption

fields in highly compensated

line

caused

semiconductors

by imhomogeneous

has been studied

by means

far-infrared (FIR) magneto-optical absorption measurement. Various

compensated

InSb

and

transmutation-doped

Ge samples

Ge samples

were

employed

with systematic

in this work.

variation

Moreover,

of the compensation

ratio were also used.
In InSb sample,
absorption

time-resolved

line under

absorption

an intrinsic

spectrum

photopulse

for an acceptor

excitation

has been

Zeeman

studied.

It is

observed that the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the absorption line
increases

as the lapse of delay

samples,

FWHM

function

of the intensity

The FWHM
excitation
transition

decreases.

impurities.

electric

Since the electric

impurity

distribution
broadening

center

of the strength
analytically.

as the intensity

in the Stark

by the random
by ionized

one, this effect

of the Stark

effect.

i

energy.

effect

distribution
impurities

results
Stoneham

His theory gives qualitative

as a

in InSb and Ge are due to

originate

fields induced

gap

In Ge

of the photopulse

impurities.

caused

to another

the above-band

state in neutral

phenomena
fields

increases.

has been investigated

lines observed

state to excited

line-broadening

inhomogeneous

light with

line increases

The absorption

from ground

excitation

line for Ga acceptor

of excitation

of the absorption

These

neutral

of absorption

time after photopulse

due

to

of ionized
vary from one

in the inhomogeneous
calculated

explanation

the Stark

of experimental

results

in this study.
In order to understand

a numerical

approach

this calculation,
larger

good
results.

based

on Monte

for the Stark-broadening

Carlo

simulations

it is found that the inhomogeneity

with increasing

perfectly

the mechanism

random

agreement

density

distribution

of ionized

with both the theory

The relation

between

distribution

of

impurities

experimental

and theoretical

impurity

and the present

will

in detail.

ll

be

becomes
based on a

arrangement

of an absorption

in a semiconductor
aspects

The calculation

of Stoneham

the linewidth

also done. In

of the field-distribution

impurities.

for an initial

has been

intensively,

gives

fairly

experimental

spectrum
discussed

and the
from

the
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Figures and Tables

§1 Introduction

There has been considerable
semiconductors.
of impurities
mainly

attention given to studies of highly compensated

These semiconductors
because

are interesting for the electronic properties

of the existence

of the induced

due to the Stark effect by ionized

temperature,
impurities,

a highly compensated
where

respectively.

In equilibrium

p-type semiconductor

NA and ND are concentrations

electric

field,
at low

has NA-ND of neutral

of acceptors

and donors,

Only the neutral acceptors and donors can show Zeeman absorption

in the far-infrared

region.

Photoexcited
impurities.

impurities.

internal

A

electron-hole
dominant

pairs

are immediately

relaxation

process

captured

subsequent

to

by ionized

the

impurity-

neutralization is a Donor-Acceptor (D-A) recombination. The luminescence
spectra

for this recombination

in GaP crystals

al 1). The recombination

probability

donor

and for samples

and an acceptor,

distance
seconds

is considerably
for samples

large.

is closely

As a result of the recombination,
electric

fields

are induced

give rise to Stark shifts
bound to a neutral
other ionized

of energy

around

between

concentrations
time

et

may

a
this

be several

concentrations.
impurities

levels

experiences

by Thomas

to the distance

the relaxation

by them. The resultant

impurity

impurities

related

with low impurity

Therefore

with low impurity

have been studied

are ionized

and inhomogeneous

inhomogeneous

in each neutral

impurity.

the sum of Coulomb

the neutral
1

impurity.

electric

An electron

potentials

The internal

fields

from all

electric

fields

affect

a position

and a width of a Zeeman

Absorption
extensively

spectra

investigated

the spectra contain
following

of shallow
by several

important

absorption

impurities
authors.24)

information.

line.

in semiconductors
The FWHM

The line-broadening

have

of various
is caused

been

lines

of

by the

mechanisms:

(a) Phonon Broadening,
(b) Concentration Broadening,
(c) Strain Broadening,
and

(d) Stark Broadening.

(a) Phonon broadening
Phonon broadening is due to the interaction between bound carriers and
phonons. Lax and Burstein proposed that the line-broadening is caused by the
interaction between bound carriers on the impurity and acoustic phonons. The
line-broadening is caused by the broadening of the 1s-ground state by the acoustic
phonon. Kane

has pointed out that the line-broadening arises from a lifetime

effect due to a transition to a lower state with the emission of a phonon. Later,
Barrie and Nishikawa7

have evolved detailed theoretical studies of the line-

broadening mechanisms. They confirmed that weak electron-phonon interactions
play an important role. The width of the excited state is affected by coupling of
the state with all other excited states. Navarro et al. 9)have measured the photo2

thermal

conductivity

insensitive

hydrogen

generated

by the far-infrared

and oxygen

donor

complex

laser

radiation

in Ge present

on a stress-

at concentration

of 1011cm-3.
They observed the FWHM in the fundamental 1s-np (n=2, 3, 4, 5,
6) transitions of the donor in the ultrapure Ge. The FWHM is dominated by the
lifetime
donor

of excited
and

the acoustic

experimentally
calculated

state due to the interaction
phonon.

deduced

from

from the Barrie

They

between

found

the FWHM

and Nishikawa

that

the bound
the excited

electron
state

are in agreement

with

on the

lifetimes
the values

theory.'-8)

(b) Concentration Broadening
With increasing
and excited-states
the overlap

concentration
overlap

of impurities,

each

of the wavefunctions

other.

Concentration

of bound carriers.

the ls, 2s, and 2p bands for hydrogenic
distance

between

the interacting

based on the assumption
This broadening
of increase

shallow

impurities.

that impurities

of absorption

in the following

the wavefunction
broadening

Baltensperger
impurities

build up a regular

n is the principal

radius

of the carrier

quantum

bound

of the
method

closed-packed

impurity

by

10)has calculated

as a function

lattice.

shows a rapid rate

:

rs s 6na 0,
where

is caused

He used the Wigner-Seitz

line in the hydrogenic

condition

of the ground-

number

on the impurity

3

of the level,

(1-1)
ao the effective

and the notation

Bohr

rs is an average

distance and defined by
1-

4

3

\7arS(1-2)
Here N is the impurity

concentration.

•

the concentration
acceptors

broadening

in Si, and showed

concentration

is about

Newman11

effect

experimentally

on an absorption

that the lines begin

demonstrated

line of holes

to broaden

when

bound

to

the acceptor

1016cm-3.

(c) Strain broadening
Strain broadening is caused by the presence of imperfections , which are
both electrically active and inactive)

impurities and dislocations in crystal. For

example, in CZ-Si, oxygen and carbon, which are electrically inactive, are typically
important with concentrations between 1015cm3and 5x1016cm-3. This broadening
is mainly caused by two mechanisms; One is the random strain due to the
presence of the electrically inactive impurities resulting in a line-broadening.
The order of the broadening width LAis estimated to be,

Ae2a'2

where

e is an elementary

of the electrically

inactive

charge, a', the lattice

constant

(1-3)

and N

concentration

impurities.

The other is the local potential
perturbs

NEIL,

of the electrically

the state of impurities.

4

inactive

impurities

which

(d) Stark Broadening
Stark broadening has its origin in internal electric fields induced by ionized
impurities.

Historically,

for this problem,

Colbow13) has investigated

the

temperature dependence of an infrared absorption in boron-doped Si. In this
case, a line-broadening of absorption with increasing temperature is attributed to
phonon broadening as well as another contribution containing the Stark broadening
by thermally ionized impurities.
White1445)has carried out detailed experiments to investigate external and
internal electric fields on the boron-doped Si. He pointed out that the observed
Stark broadening is attributed to an unresolved partial removal of acceptor excitedstate degeneracy. In uncompensated boron-doped Si at higher temperature than
50K, neutral boron absorption lines are affected by the screened coulomb fields
of thermally ionized impurities. In compensated boron- and phosphorus-doped
Si, the compensation effects at low temperature are attributed to the unscreened
Coulomb fields of ionized impurities.
Moreover the width of a impurity resonance line in InSb has been discussed
by Kal'fa et ar),

under the condition that the width was dominated by the

electric field induced by randomly distributed ionized impurities.
Theoretically, Larsen17-2°)has dealt with these problems and compared
calculations with the experimental results obtained in GaAs. The inhomogeneous
broadening of Zeeman absorption lines of shallow donors in a magnetic field
was discussed intensively. Lineshapes of absorption spectra were calculated and
5

compared

with observed

lineshapes

In the study of internal
the width
number

of impurity

of ionized

was found

absorption

impurities

theory.

line was investigated

by changing

in the energy

Ge by Ohyama21) ,

through

the intensity

line-broadening

splitting due to perturbations

The broadening
external

Stark effect in a highly compensated

that the observed

to unresolved

in GaAs.

controlling

the

of a photoexcitation.

It

of an In acceptor

of Coulomb

levels

line is attributed

fields of ionized impurities

of an hydrogen

atom

caused

electric field of strength E is called the Stark effect in quantum
When the energy

Stark effect which
in states,

levels are degenerate,

is in proportion

the second-order

The quantity

of the energy

fields on a hydrogenic
as this hydrogen

impurity

mechanical

them. If there is no degeneracy
contributes

to the energy

to E2. Effects

state can be considered

shifts .

of internal

electric

with the same

analogy

model.

The relation

between

the linewidth

with random

distribution

second-order

Stark

respectively,

where Ni is the ionized

Moreover

mainly

shift is in proportion

by an

as 2s and 2p states, the first-order

to E removes

Stark effect

.

effect,

and concentration

of ionized

is well known.22-23) In the first-order
the line-broadening

at low concentrations,

impurity

Stark effect

zi is in proportion

to N.

and

, N443

concentration.

a field-gradient

role in the broadening

of a spectrum.

an electric

quadrupole

moment in a neutral

by ionized

impurities.

In this case, the line-broadening

effect plays

an important

This effect is due to the interaction

6

impurities

impurity

and the field-gradient
is in proportion

between
induced
to N1

In all cases, it is supposed
is completely

work, we have studied far-infrared

compensated

of this method,

Ge and

it is possible

InSb

In addition,

systematic

of compensation

variations

The concentration
after photopulse

depends

For

impurities

with

impurity

we have carried

out the Monte

results

in highly compensated

The results

Ge21) and increases

line-broadening

theoretically,

of the simulation

to the density

distribution

of excitation

light. The linewidth

concentration

concentrations,

mechanism

The

have

on the lapse of delay time

Ge, it is found

this broadening

impurities.

which

of the

of

ionized

that the line-broadening

as Ni413, and is mainly

related

to

Stark effect.

In addition

related

use

bound to impurities

Ge samples

depends

increasing

transmutation-doped

the second-order

of electrons

With

ratio are also employed.

and the intensity

increases

on the ionized

obtained

properties

absorption

photoexcitation.

transmutation-doped

of ionized

excitation

absorption

impurities.

in a semiconductor

magneto-optical

under bandgap

to observe

in a semiconductor.

Zeeman

of impurities

random.

In the present
in highly

that the distribution

of ionized

of impurities
allow

has

indicate

us to classify

it with the experimental

that the broadening

analogous

discussed.
the initial

7

of linewidth

is

to the case of the compensated

electric

a linewidth

been

to investigate

semiconductors.

impurities

between

simulation

and compared

with the inhomogeneous
relation

Carlo

fields induced

of an
Detailed

absorption

by the ionized
line

investigations

distribution

and

the

of the

of impurities

in

semiconductor.

8

§2 Theoretical

background

2-1 Stark effect in a hydrogen atom
Energy levels of the hydrogen atom change by electric field of strength E.

This is called Stark effect.

When uniform electric field is applied parallel to

z-axis, the Hamiltonian Hof the hydrogenic atom is expressed by

H=

Ho

H'

(2-1)

Here an unperturbed Hamiltonian Hois

H=—2—Ve2
o)
2m

2—

(2-2
4ze or 2

while a perturbed Hamiltonian If is

H'=
e is elementary

charge,

—eEz = —eEr cos 0 ,

(2-3)

h Planck constant over 23t, m mass of the electron,

E0

the static dielectric constant in vacuum, r position of the electron and 0 is angle
between vector r and direction of electric field.
The electric field along the z-axis has odd parity. The expectation

value of

H' is zero for states which have definite parities. Since there is no degeneracy

in

1s state of a hydrogen except for spin state, the energy shift due to the first-order
Stark effect vanishes.

The first excited states of hydrogen(n=2) are degenerate fourfold. A set of

9

quantum

number

is described

by

(n, 1,m) = (2, 0, 0)5
= (2,1, 0),
= (2,1, 1),
= (2,1, —1),
where

n is the principal

m the magnetic

quantum

quantum

There is accidental
states of the hydrogen

number,

(2-4)

1 the azimuthal

quantum

number

number.
degeneracy
occurs.

in which

energy

level between

In the case of the existence

1=0 and 1=1

of the degeneracy,

secular equation between the four states (n=2) of the hydrogen atom is

—
E

(992001
-11
'19
9210) 0

(Ts
210
III'I7200)—E

0

0
0
= 0

0

0

—E

0

0

0

0

—E

(2-5)

The matrix elements of H' are

(97200
H '1(19
210)
= (99
210111
IIC
9200)
= —eEf99 210rcos60cp200d3
r =—3eEa 0
10

j

and

(2-6)

the

where (p200and (p210are unperturbed wavefunctions of the (2, 0, 0) and (2, 1, 0)
states, respectively, and the notation a0 denotes a Bohr radius of the hydrogen
atom. These states mix each other, and the mixed wavefunctions are
1

g9+ =

(4192oo 99210),

and

(2-7)
1

99- =09200

—992100

respectively. Each energy level is 0, 0, +3eEa0, and -3eEa0, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 2.1.
In the second-order Stark effect, for example, the energy shift of (2, 1, 1)
state is expressed by

(C92111/r199i
T2ii)

E211

io(211)E-

E211

- -78(4 .7re0)a B3E2

(2-8)

where the special i-states are summed up except for (2, 1, 1) state.
Moreover, the 1s state shifts toward the lower energy as -(9/4)(43-tE0)a
03E2.
The first excited
important

states

that energy

also shift toward

shift is proportion

lower

as shown

to E2 in the second-order

11

/

energy

Fig.2.1.

It is

Stark effect.

2-2 Stark effect due to internal
The effective
fields induced

electric

Hamiltonian

by all ionized

fields

H of a neutral

impurities

induced

by ionized

impurity

is expressed

perturbed

impurities
by the electric

as

H =Ho— eVext(r)

(2-9)

where Ho is written by
h2

Ho =--v

r-72

e2

2m*

(2-10)

4areoer2

and V is the electrostatic potential due to the surrounding ionized donors and
acceptors and m* effective mass of a carrier and E relative dielectric constant.
Defining the charge and the position of the j-th ionized impurity by ei and R1,
respectively, the potential energy evaluated at the position r near a neutral
impurity center can be written
ej

Vext(r)=

4.7reoeki
ER—r"
1r,e.
-2
24.7rsSm

co k

(k —m)!

oeRik=0m=0

in)!

x Pk"'(cos 00)Pkm(cos 0)cos[m (IT.—wo)I(r IR.)k
(2-11)
where s n,=2for m>0 exception so=1, ei is the charge of the j- th ionized impurity,
Ri,0 and 9, the spherical coordinates in the j-th ionized impurity, r, 0 0 and Tio
12

=

J

the spherical coordinates of r , k and m integer and P: associated Legendre
function.
The multiple expansion for fled about the neutral impurity center at r=0 is
deduced in the following: The n=0 term is
1
4.7reE0

Eej

= VR(r).
This term shifts all the levels of a neutral impurity
amount.

Thus it leaves

optical transition

energies

(2-12)
up or down by the same
unchanged.

The n=1 term

shows as
(1,0).
VRv)=

—E,(0)z,

(2-13)

(1,1),
VRv)=

—[E,(0)x + EY(0)y],

(2-14)

and

E-/=—3 1

4.7re 0 ERi

XiEei

(2-15)

where E(0) is the electric field associated with the electrostatic potential V
E(r).-gradrV.

This term is physically important for producing the Stark effect

on the neutral impurity levels and therefore causes shifts in the transition energies.
Moreover the affection is classified by a first-order, second-order and higher-order

Stark effect. Defining the j-th bound eigenstate of a impurity by ITi>, the
expectation value of V

the first-order Stark shift of the j-th impurity
13

v

level:

dEi =
As the description
states
parity,

which

have definite

the energy

and 2p states,
hydrogen

in previous

E (0) ric9i)
section,

parities.

this expectation

Since

level does not change

which

are degenerate

(246)
value

is zero

the 1s state in the impurity
by the first-order

each other, split

for the
has even

Stark effect.

as well as the case

The 2s
of the

problem.

The second-order

energy shift induced

by V0, on the unperturbed

eigenvalues

of H can be written

2KCOc.IVext
199i
)12

AE i(2)e

k

Ek

= e2211('I—E(0)-ricoi)12
- Ek

(2-17)

The n=2 term is described by

VR(2'°)(r)=—1(3z2—
4(3z2—r2)(9Ez(0)(2-18)
OZ
VR(2'1)(0=-z(x OEz(0) + y dEz(0))
oldr

e9Y

= —z(r•VrE, (0) —dEz (0))
0/Z

14

(2-19)

122

vR(2,2)(r)_

dE(0)dE
x

y (0)
ay

dE (0)
XY

(2-20)

and

dE (0)1
-aj4.7E5
where

2r-3XiXi)E e; , (2-21)
(R

0ER

is written by

1

=D

6(2-22)
ij

0
For example,
first-order

considering

perturbation

of an electric

quadrupole

a

D.

the term of VR(20) ,
theory.

Physically,

in a field gradient.

the energy

shift is given

this expectation

value

Since the electric

quadrupole

by the

is the energy
moment

associatedwith state IT? is expressedby

e(Til3z2- r2ITi)
The energy

shift of the first-order

perturbation

is given by

AEi(1) = 1 dEz (0)
4 Qi dz •
This shift is as important

as the Stark shift induced

15

4

(2-23)

by n=1 terms.

(2-24)

2-3 Inhomogeneous line-broadening theory by random distribution of ionized
impurities
An extreme example of inhomogeneous line broadening is illustrated in
Fig.2.2. Peak frequencies differ in each resonance centers. Each linewidth is
usually similar, but a whole width is larger than each linewidth. For example,
the line-broadening

contains broadening due to inhomogeneous electric field,

electric field gradient, and strain etc.
In general, lineshape A(co) is expressed by

A(CV)
x f fi(co)g(coddcoi,

(2-25)

where//co) is a lineshape-function
of frequencywandg(coi)distributionfunction
contributesto frequencycof. When fi(co)is nearlyb(w)aroundat frequencyco,
A(co)is approximatelydescribedby

A (CO)ocg(w).

(2-26)

Accordingly, the stastitical distribution of resonance centers directly affects the
whole resonance line. In this following, a statistical summation of electric fields
due to a random distribution of ionized impurities is described.-23' 28-29)
A point charge e at a position of r generates components of electric field

Ex,E,,,andE of

16

es

Ex —
47tE0Er2

,

et
Y

4 ,7rE0Er2

and

eu

Ez — 4

7tE0Er 2 ,(2-27)

respectively, where s, t, it, are the direction cosines of i . The frequency shift of
the resonance line is given by
co—aE4-bE4-c
asE XSySE.z.'
where

as, bs, cs are constants

(2-28)

due to Stark effect.

Here, by introducing

as

ea

s

a c, —

4"OE

'

16c _ 4 eb s
.7tE0E
and

ec
s
zkre

oE ,

the frequency shifts are described in the form

(siac+tific+uiyc)
i =

'i

17

w

—

E

2•(2-30)

ac, )6,, Tc

The frequency

shifts

due to N point

charges

at r1, r2, ... rN are described

in the

form

(sotc+tific+uiyc)
=iI i•(2-31)
r2i

When

the constrained

condition

a)< /.

is denoted

by

siac + tific + tii7c

2<a)+

d(0

(2-32)

ri
the probability

function

of finding

between

w and w +dw is given by

P((,o)= qivNyd3rifd3r2-..fd3rN
xofco- Ii(siac +tific+ iiiyc)Iri2} (2-33)
where d3r is a volume element by the i-th charges, V the total volume and 8
delta function. By introducing a Fourier component of the 6 function, P(w) is
given as

P(w) =

1

(i/ VN)fd3rifd3r2•••fd3rNjI. dp

2r

x expf-i[pco- pIi(siac +tific+uiyc)Iri2]). (2-34)
Moreover, P(w) is rewritten as

P(W) = —/ Toodpexp(-ipco)
2.7r1"

x[(11V)i"d3rexpfip(sac+tf3c+uyc)Ir2JIN (2-35)
18

because the multiple integrals are independent

for every N.

Here, the factor sac + tfic + urc is the scalar product between

i vector and

the unit vector which defines the direction of the electric field. Thus, the factor
is

sac + tfic +uyc -kcos&

(2-36)

and

k = Alac2+fic21-IIc2
where

(2-37)

is the angle between the two vectors. The bracket term in (2-35) is

therefore
27r ,R2,gx

Vuo
jndrr-jd'sinexpipk
Here, new V' term introduces
.

(2-38)

cos

r2

as

V'= 42f7r/2,c_.
.7rf drr
a sui (1- expipkcos)
0

o

(2-39)

r2/

Moreover, V and N are extended to infinity ),while N/V= n is constant,

lim00(1—V/V)N= exp(—nV')

N,V

(2-40)

where n is concentration of ionized impurities. Thus P(co) is rewritten by

P(CO)= 1
22r1f-'dpexp(-ipco•- nV')(2-41)
Integrating

with respect
•

to r, V' is given by
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'

V'=474-16)/2frsin pkcos)3/2

(2-42)

and

V' = 4 (rpk).3/2

(2-43)

15
As using this term, P(w) is finally described by

P(0) =/

ap exp(—ipo)expi --4 np rpc)3/2 j

2z'15

(2-44)

Thelinewidthis characterized
by parameter

coo (4/15)2/3n2/3.7*,

(2-45)

and the lineshape is found by integrating
1

P(w)

oo

,,

ZCOpap'„cos(prI„cocoo)exp(—'3/2)(2-46)•

The0 FWHM, 4, can be numerically calculated, and is 2.88 wo,i.e.,
A = 2.88(00
= Z5n2/3

eas2
4.7reoe

4-bs2

cs2

cx-n2/3
The
effect.

calculation

mentioned

(2-47)
above

In the case of the second-order

is performed

Stark effect,

20

•

for the

first-order

the value of 4 is

Stark

A ccn413.
Summary,
of ionized

the inhomogeneous

impurities

is in proportion

effect,

and the

n`

known

that the line-broadening

and the field gradient

line-broadening

(2-48)
due to the random

to the n213power

for the second-order
by the interaction

Stark
between

distribution

for the first-order
effect.

Moreover,

Stark
it is

the electric quadrupole

is linear to n:

A ccn
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(2-49)

§3. Experimental

procedure

3-1 FIR laser and detector
Two types of FIR lasers were employed.

One was a discharge

laser by using H2O and D20 vapor at pressure
four wavelengths,
was 30Hz.

between

1 and 2x101 Torr. The

119, 220, 84 and 172,um were employed.

The other was an optically

pumped

type pulse

The repetition

rate

laser. The four wavelengths,

96.5, 119, 57 and 103,um, having CH3OH and CH3OD vapor were employed.

FIR light was detected by a Putley type n-InSb detector ( >84,um)or Sb-doped
Ge detector (d <84,um) depending on wavelength, A . These detectors were
biased

at a constant

3-2 Experimental
Figure

current.

setup

3.1 shows

a block diagram
tube,

of the experimental

light went

through

the guide

transmitted

through

the sample was detected.

and was led to the two-channel
An applied magnetic
solenoid.
temperature
resistance

and arrived

Boxcar

was varied

spectra were
between

at a sample

The detected

integrator

field up to 9T was produced

The absorption

setup.

measured

with

position.

a logarithmic

by a vertical

22

The light

signal was amplified,
amplifier.

type superconducting

in Faraday

1.8K and 30K and monitored

thermometer.

The FIR laser

configuration.
by a carbon

The
glass

3-3 Photo- and electric-field-excitation
In optical
incandescent

excitation

lamp

measurements,

were employed.

was 15Hz and synchronized
intensity
which

of excitation
cut energy

the quantity

with

Xenon

of absorbance

lamp

and

rate of the Xenon

by neutral
energy

FIR light with

is derived

density

filters.

sample

thickness,

and without

employed.
electric

of
This

fields

photoexcitation,
method

detected
opened

As I and

(3-1)

to the absorption

coefficient,

a

and the

a ' s given by

electric

was mainly

field

(3-2)
excitation

used to investigate

method
the effect

was

also

of uniform

on the line-broadening.

3-4 Time-resolved
A signal

Glass filters

the photoexcitation,

a'=1—In(Io II)
Instead

The

from

is in proportion

d. Accordingly,

flash lamp

were also employed.

Absorbance = 144 /I).

Then, the absorbance

a tungsten

every other turn of the FIR laser pulses.

than the bandgap

of transmitted

flash

The repetition

light was controlled

larger

/0 are intensities

method

signal measurement

at any delay time after the photopulse

by means
at any delay

of a boxcar-integrator.

excitation

was selectively

The gate of the boxcar-integrator

time and the aperture
23

was

time was kept open —0.5,us for each

pulse. For measurement of a time-resolved magneto-optical

absorption, the

variation of absorption intensities was obtained by sweeping the magnetic field
at a fixed gate position.

3-5 Samples
The specimens used in this study were compensated InSb and Ge. Their
characteristics are listed in table I.
A highly compensated p-InSb was employed. To avoid the interference in
an absorption measurement, the sample had a rectangular shape. The size of
sample was 4x4xlcm3. The flat face normal to the <111> crystallographic axis
was used. Both sides of the sample were ground with 3000 emery paper and
polyester spheres and were etched with CP-4.
Six p-type Ge samples which were doped by transmutation method
were employed. Donor and acceptor doped by this method are As and Ga,
respectively.
The procedure of transmutation-doping

is described as follows. A natural

Ge sample contains such isotopes as Ge70,Gen, Gen, Gem and Ge76.The respective
abundances are 20.45, 27.41, 7.77, 36.58 and 7.79%. The neutron absorption
cross sections are 3.4, 0.98, 14, 0.62 and 0.36x1024cm2, respectively. When
thermal neutrons are irradiated on Ge, the relative absorption of neutrons is
30.4, 11.7, 47.2, 9.8 and 1.2%, respectively. The pertinent radioactive decay is
given by,
24

707171

Ge(n,

y) GeGa(3-3)

Ge 74(n, y)cle4-1S
76A__75

(3-4)

f3
and

Ge

7677

(n, r)ve

As 77
fi
Se 77,(3-5)
fi

where n indicates an absorption of neutron, r emission of 7 -ray. K and fi are
electron capture process and ,B-decay process, respectively. The acceptor Ga71
slowly increases with a 12-days half-life. Conversely, the donor As75 is rapidly
produced with a 82-minute half-life. Since the produced Se77 is relatively less
than the Ga71,As75, one can ignore this impurity. By adjusting the quantities of
isotopes, the various compensated Ge samples were prepared. The compensation
ratio, K, defined by ND/NAwas in the range from 0.082 to 0.76. The shape of
sample is ellipse. The size is 7 x 5 x 1mm3. The flat face normal to the <100>
crystallographic axis was used.
Ap-Ge sample which was made by a FZ-grown method was also employed.
The size of the sample which had a rectangular shape was 4x4xlcm3. The flat
25

K

face normal to the <110>

crystallographic

axis was used.
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§4 Experimental

Results

4-1 p-InSb

(a) Magnetic field dependence
Figure 4.1 shows the magneto-optical
p-InSb

spectrum

at 4.2K for FIR laser line of 84,um. Cl and C2 denote

of conduction

electrons,

from 0- to 1" Landau

and

subband,

number

and + and - indicate

denotes

a transition

i.e.,

absorption

the

so-called

associated

with

is a Zeeman-type
discussion,

of donor

each Landau
absorption

4.3 shows

electrons

in this work

concluded

from

quantum

in Fig.4.2.

state to an excited
These

An absorption

resonance

0+ to / + and

the Landau

states as shown

resonance30).

of acceptors

donor

peak observed

and is denoted

ICR
state ,

states

are

at near 3T

by a In the following

of this line.
field dependence

also observed

the transition

transition

are in good

that the observed

indicates

from a ground

subband.

state in InSb and identified

obtained

the number

up- and down-spin

the magnetic

the line a in InSb. Kaplan
excited

where

cyclotron

to the transitions

impurity-cyclotron

I will take notice

Figure

correspond

in a photoexcited

transition

of transition
from

as Cd+ acceptor.

agreement

with

a ground

energy

for

state to an

31)Since the results

Kaplan's

data,

it can

be

line a is due to the Cd+ acceptor.

(b) Donor-acceptor recombination
Figure

4.4 shows

time variations

of integrated
27

intensity

of the line a after

photopulse

excitation

Photoexcited
at low

electron-hole

temperature.

photoexcited
semiconductor,

at 1.8K and 4.2K. The relaxation
pairs are immediately

Accordingly,

ionized

takes several milliseconds.

captured

impurities

relaxation

process

impurities

are neutralized

carriers under the strong photoexcitation.
a dominant

by ionized

by these

In the highly compensated

at low temperature

is the donor-

acceptor(D-A) recombination. If the distance between the interacting D-A pairs
is large,

the recombination

D-A recombination,

which

rate is very
is a function

small.

The energy

of the distance

concerned

with

the

r for D-A pairs, is given

byl)

E(r)

Eg —(ED+EA)+

e2

47reoer

(4-1)

whereEgis thebandgapenergy,EDandEAthebindingenergyof thedonorand
the acceptor,respectively.The finaltermis the Coulombenergybetweenthe
ionized donor and the acceptor. The function E(r) thus changes with the distance
r, and many luminescence
been observed
Moreover

lines arising

from the D-A pairs with different

r have

in GaP cry sta132).
it is found that the decay

due to the recombination

process

curve at 4.2K is faster than that at 1.8K

of electrons

between

the conduction

band and

the acceptor.

(c) Time variation and photoexcitation dependence
Figure 4.5 shows time dependence of the lineshape of the line a at 4.2K.
28

Full width

at half maximum

photopulse

excitation.

Time

shown

in Fig.4.6

change

in the FWHM

curves

gradually

intensity

of the line
variations

and Fig.4.7.

In the latter

at 1.8K is gentler

approach

acceptors

Inversely,

figure,

of time

time

as the lapse

of the integrated

of time
intensity

The

It is clear that both

of neutral
after

are

scale is extended.

than that at 4.2K.

to the number

after

at 1.8 K and at 4.2K

a same value with delay time. In general,

decrease

the reduction

as the lapse

of the FWHM

of the line a is proportional

neutral

a broadens

the integrated
acceptor.

photopulse

Thus,

excitation.

means the increment

of ionized

impurities.
The variations
and 5 % are shown
100%.

of the line a for the intrinsic
in Fig.4.8.

The signal obtained

of the high compensation
line a becomes
of the FWHM
In

Maximum

order

to

measurements,

intrinsic

rate. As decreasing

a simple

schematic

picture

results
is

shown

100, 50,

is expressed

by

because

light intensity,

the

that the broadening

of ionized

experimental

with

be detected

it is concluded

to the increment

the

cannot

of the intrinsic

Accordingly

related

explain

light intensity

under no photoexcitation

much broader.
is closely

light intensity

impurity.
in

the

time-resolved

in

Fig.4.9.

Just

after

photoexcitation (a), there is a lot of neutralized impurities, where the notations
A° and D° denote
little

ionized

a neutral

donors

and

acceptor
acceptors

and donor,
denoted

respectively.
by A

and

However,

there

D+, respectively.

is
As

passing long time (b), impurities are ionized through a D-A recombination
process,

and induce

inhomogeneous

electric
29

fields an neutral

impuritiesas.

Thus,

the inhomogeneous

electric fields cause shift of energy

by Stark effect. As the results
that the FWHM

of inhomogeneity

of the line a broadens.
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states of neutral impurities

of electric

fields, it is explained

4-2 p-Ge

(a) Magnetic field dependence
Figure
sample

4.10

shows

the FIR magneto-optical

a for the wavelength

and without

of 84,urn. There

photoexcitation.

This sample

The number

of compensated

lines appear

in this spectrum

donors
which

shown in Fig. 4.11, an absorption

absorption

is no change

contains

spectrum

in the

in the spectrum

only Ga acceptor

is negligibly

are identified

spectrum

small.

Various

with

impurities.
absorption

to be due to Ga impurities.

As

for 57,um line shows quite remarkable

structure. There are a lot of sharp peaks. Two adjacent peaks of them seems to
form

a pair.

Figure

4.12 shows

inverse

magnetic

number of absorption

peaks for two certain absorption

of the peak positions

have two series.

field dependence

of labelled

peaks in Fig 4.11. Variations

The Kohn-Luttinger effective-mass approximation (EMA) has been used
to describe

the electronic

The

of group

states

structure

III acceptor

of a impurity

in Ge and Si were

variational

approach.35-37) In the EMA

theory,

of shallow

acceptor

in the form

states is expressed

(r) =
where

(pi is the degenerate

Bloch

level

in semiconductors.33-37)

studied

it is known

in detail

on

that the wavefunction

Fi (r)q (r)
function

based

at the top of valence

(4-1)
band

in a host

crystal, and Fj(r) the so-called envelop function which satisfies the following
effective

mass equation:
31

21(DIpapfl 47ree er o..,)F(r)=EFf(r) (4-2)
where Dy(46is the inverse effective mass tensor, pa and pp are the components of
the momentum operator along a and /3directions, respectively. Since the acceptor
states are made by Bloch wave functions near the top of the valence band, it is
necessary to know some information about the structure of the valence band.
However degenerate bands such as valence bands in Ge are more complicated
than conduction bands.
The top of valence band in semiconductors is composed of a fourfold

degenerate state (J=3/2) and a twofold degenerate state (J=112), which splits off
by 0.29eV due to spin-orbit interactions shown in Fig.4.14. In k

0, the upper

band splits a set of a twofold degenerate heavy hole band (h.h.b), and light hole
band (1.h.b). In Ge, it is enough for calculating the energy levels only to take
into account of the upper fourfold degenerate states (J=3/2), because the binding
energy of the acceptor (-11meV) is much smaller than the spin-orbit separation
of 0.29eV. Thus, summation over j in the equation (4-1) and summation over j'
in the equation (4-2) are performed for the four degenerate states, namely, the
m.1=-3/2,-1/2, 1/2 and 3/2 states of the top of valence band. Mendelson and
Jame?) employed trial functions of the form

(r) =

C11,4(0,g9)rifi(r)
1

k
32

(4-3)

whereAt(0,

is linearcombinations
of sphericalharmonics
of the order1.

The coefficients CRand the radial functions f(r) are obtained by means of a
variational calculation method. This approximate calculation was in excellent
agreement with experimental results by several authors.3' 38-39)
The acceptor states in Ge under magnetic field based on EMA theory have
been investigated in detail." In particular, these lines observed in Fig.4.12 have
already been discussed by several authors.4' 4145)Otsuka et al 41) have observed
five Zeeman absorption lines labelled A through E in In-doped Ge. Especially,
they pointed out that three strongest lines correspond to the transitions associated
with the transition between Landau levels of N=0 and 1, where the notation N
denotes the Landau quantum number.
In the uniform magnetic field B, the continuous states in the energy bands
coalesces into discrete quantum states called Landau levels. These Landau levels
form a ladder with equally spacing h co defined by the cyclotron frequency
(c=eBlm*,m* being the effective mass of the charged carriers . Cyclotron resonance
absorptions of the electrons and holes are induced electric-dipole transitions
between these ladder states.
The Landau levels in the valence band of Ge calculated by Hensel and
Suzuki.4647) The Landau levels in the valence bands are very complicated due to
degeneracy of them. The Hamiltonian describing the motion of a hole in magnetic
field is given by Luttinger Hamiltonian":

33

D= (11m){(y+5r2)—2

k2.

y 2(kx22+k2Jz2+k,22)

2

-2y 3({kxky}ffxJy.1+ {kykz}{JyJz}+ {kzkx}{Jzf x})
4-e/a -B+eq(Jx3 Bx +JY3BY+.1.2.3Bz)(4-4)
and

{kxky} =-(14+k

k)(4-5)

2
Y
Yx
where m is mass of an electron in vaccum, 71, 72 and 73 dimensionless band
parameters of valence bands, K"and q the spin splitting in magnetic field, the Ja
(a = x, y, z) the matrix representations of the total angular momentum operator
for a state with J=3I2. The five parameters are determined by cyclotron resonance
measurement.
For the values of these band parameters y1=13.38, y2=4.24, y3=5.69, K=3.41
and q=0.06 at wavenumber, kH=0in Ge, the energy levels in a magnetic field are

shown in Fig.4.15. The Landau levels are classified by (Na, KZ) 4647)
, where n is
a quantum number of harmonic oscillator function, K (=0, 1,
number
magnetic

in the v-fold

rotational

field and n the parity

N , n, and Kis represented

symmetry

of the crystal

of the envelope

function.

, v) is a quantum

about the direction
The relation

of among

by

N = M. + -3 +n
2
and
34

of

(4-6)

K = N(mod v).
In simple
holes

case, as it is assumed

is approximately

with Landau

levels

equal,

is described

N = (N+-This equation

•

is resolved

(4-7)

that each distance

the energy

of energy

levels of an acceptor

levels

in light

state associated

by

2)hcocEB

+6(N) ±—1
2guBB

(4-8)

by about N :

N ={E —Eb+6(N)jm1T_1 ghliBm
he B

2

he

.

(4-9)

Accordingly, it is expected that the number N is in proportion to the inverse
magnetic field 1/B.
The effective masses estimated from the slope of the two lines in Fig.4.12
are 0.0459 and 0.0453. This results are in good agreement with the value of a
light hole mass given by Hensel and Suzuki. 4647)
Thus, it is concluded that these acceptor levels are associated with the
transition from 20 of the heavy hole Landau level to 11 of the light hole Landau
level and the transition from 00 to 11 of the light hole Landau level as shown
Fig.4.12. Here it is considered that weak peaks except main peaks in Fig.4.10
and Fig.4.11 are due to the transitions between heavy hole states.
Figure 4.17 shows the FIR magneto-optical absorption spectrum for the
wavelength of 119,um line. Various absorption-lines
35

appear in the spectrum.

These lines may be due to the transitions

between

the complicated

states composed

from light hole and heavy hole bands.

(b) Photoexcitation dependence
Figure 4.18 shows variation of Zeeman absorption spectra in the sample f
as a function of the intrinsic light intensity with 100, 50, and 0 %(dark). The
compensation ratio (K) of the sample is 0.76. As decreasing the intrinsic light
intensity,

all absorption

of all lines broaden

lines become

extremely

Figure 4.19 shows
b with K=0.40.

Under

appear in the spectrum.
decreases

acceptors

It is noticed
photoexcitation,

photoexcitation,
However,

photoexcitation

the intensity

without

ionize in equilibrium

a sharp

identified

as the Zeeman

is much broader

absorption

ratio of this sample

for sample

lines by Ga acceptors
lines considerably

because

almost

all photo-

and weaker

under the condition

line appear

absorption

absorption

this region in the sample

spectrum

of the absorption

lines appear

In order to study this peak in detail,
scale around

absorption

each other.

state.

and especially

This Zeeman

lines overlap

photoexcitation,

absorption

levels.

In dark signal, the intensities

absorption

various

that various

line was previously
with Landau

, and the absorption

the FIR magneto-optical

under the condition

neutralized

much broader.

of Ga acceptor

line under
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This

associated

the condition

without

than that under photoexcitation.

the absorption

lines with an blown

c are shown in Fig.4.20.

is 0.49. The variations

near 2.3T.

with

of the Zeeman

up

The compensation

absorption

line for the

intrinsic

light intensity

intensity

decreases,

the sample
1.95T

intensity

the concentration
is dominated

4.23 shows

by

value.

A

and the saturated
the dependence

law in the region where
concentration

can be identified

observed

at

time variations

photopulse

excitation.

of
The

by the differences

it is expected

and

the light
increases

FWHM

intensity

FWHM

is shown

the FWHM

the difference

will be discussed.
on the ionized

is estimated
the saturated

FWHM
is picked

that the line-broadening

depends

impurity.

as the second-order
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concentrations

Stark

exceeds

Accordingly,
effect

impurity

from the integrated

impurities

impurity

in

and a observed

Hereafter,

of the FWHM

of ionized

in

that the FWHM

above 50%,

The saturated

of the ionized

ionized

for

impurities.

In subtracting

by ilmt-Asat• It is found

.

line with

concentration

only the contribution

Here N, denotes

4.21 shows

4Tot respectively.

of the absorption-line.

is expressed

Figure

Especially,

FWHM

at a certain

The result

b. Here, the absorption

light intensity

The ionized impurity

total FWHM,

broader.

light

due to D-A recombination.

of ionized
the

the excitation

are given

concentration.
intensity

impurities.

between

the total FWHM

Figure

much

As the intrinsic

in shape of these three lines is caused

and saturates

total FWHM

milliseconds

by the distribution

When

decreases

between

of the absorption

of ionized

The relation
Fig.4.22.

of As donors.

time takes several

The difference

line becomes

to that in the sample

is due to a transition

relaxation

result

100, 50, and 0 % are shown.

the absorption

c is similar

the integrated

power

with

from

the

up. This
on Na/3
1015CM3

the obtained

expected

from

the

inhomogeneous
the FWHM
0.082,

0.49,

broadening

theory. 23,17-18)Figure

of the absorption
0.61

line on various

and 0.76.

Variation

4.24 shows

samples

the dependence

with compensation

of line-broadening

of

ratio of

in the all samples

almostshowsthe1^173
powerlaws.
In order to give an explanation
various

photoexcitation

condition,

of the line-broadening
a simple

of the FWHM

schematic

diagram

under

is shown

in

Fig.4.25. Under strong photoexcitation (a), there is a lot of neutral impurities.
However, without photoexcitation (b), impurities are almost ionized, and these
induce

inhomogeneous

the inhomogeneous

electric

fields at each position

electric fields make the FWHM

of neutral

impurity.

of the absorption

Thus,

line broaden.

However, it is noticed that a large deviation from N:113
power law is observed
in above
effects

region
or due

concentration
Kogan
absorption-line
impurity

of 1015cm-3, which
to the ambiguous

seems

to be due to the higher-order

estimation

of ionized

impurities

calculated

about the FWHM

Stark

in higher

region.
et a1.49) approximately
in GaAs.

is assumed.

In this calculation,

They

pointed

the random

out that the first-

of an impurity

distribution

of ionized

and second-order

Stark

effect is
4v3

eaoB

(4-10)

eaB3 E2

(4-11)

and
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respectively,

where

a0 is a lattice

constant.

much larger than a0, the first-order
The FWHM

Since the effective

Stark effect is extremely

42 due to the second-order

Bohr radius

aB is

small.

Stark effect is given by

A2 = 2.6x103EB(NiaB)413

(4-12)

where EBis binding energy of the impurity. In the Ga-doped Ge„ the 42 for N i =
2.0x1015cm3 is estimated by
A2

0.3meV.

Moreover, in the same concentration, the AFGdue to the field-gradient broadening
is estimated by

AFG = e2aB2Ni IE
----80 ,ueV

(4-13)

,

while experimentallyobtainedZiobsis
Aobs

0.27meV.

Accordingly, the obtained result can be identified as the second-order Stark
effect expected from theoryby Kogan et al."
By the way, in the caseof low concentrationas 1.0x1014cm3,
the broadening
are estimated as
A2

4 ,ueV.
39

and

AFG ^ 3.4sueV

•

Each effect is comparable. It is found that the field-gradient broadening is very
important in the lower density region such as 1014cm3. However, this effect can
be ignored in this study, because the samples employed in this work have
concentration above 1015cm3

(c) Magnetic field, temperature and external electric field dependence
.

Figure 4.26 shows magnetic field dependence of the FWHM of the absorption
line. Dependences of the FWHM of the absorption line on concentration of
ionized impurities under magnetic field of 2.3 and 5.5T are plotted in this figure.
The concentration dependence of the FWHM for 5.5T is smaller than that for
2.3T, but both data show the Ni'/3power laws.
When the magnetic field is applied to a hydrogenic impurity, the
wavefunction is compressed.5°)Introducing the quantity of y as denoted by

hwc
Y —2R(4-14)

where

Y
Ry* is the effective

be 0.267 and 0.645,
the effective
energy

levels

Bohr

Rydberg

respectively.
radius

becomes

For 2.3 and 5.5T, y are estimated

The shrinkage

becomes
wider.

energy.

smaller,

Thus,

of the wavefunction

means

that

and that the distance

between

the

the Stark-broadening
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to

must

decrease

as

magnetic

field increases.

However, it is expected from the equation (4-12) that the dependence of
the FWHM
change

on the concentration

except the absolute
Figure

With

4.27

increasing

shows

quantity

the temperature

shown

in Fig.4.28.

the absorption

line. Triangles

dependence

the absorption

circles

in magnetic

field does not

of the line-broadening."

dependence

Open

impurities

the temperature

temperature,

detail,

of ionized

line broadens.

of the FWHM

denote
denote

of the absorption

of the

the experimentally
the contribution

In order

to see in

absorption
obtained

estimated

line .

line

is

FWHM

of

by the Stark-

broadening.
This line-broadening
and the Stark-broadening
lifetime

effect

increment

includes

both contribution

as temperature

increases.

due to the electron-phonon

of ionized

impurities

The contribution
Stark-broadening

as temperature

is not in agreement

Variation

with Nishikawa

The former

interaction.

The latter

is caused

by

is caused

by

increases.

of the phonon-broadening

from the FWHM.

of the phonon-broadening

is given

by substrcting

of the phonon-broadening

and Barrie's

formula.'-8)

the

, however,

In this study,

I do

not touch upon the effect hereafter.
Figure

4.29 shows the external

line. The FWHM
electric

field. There

of the absorption

Moreover,

field dependence

line increases

is no contribution

effect can be ignored.

electric

with increasing

of the phonon-broadening

the external
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electric

of the absorption
strength
because

of the
thermal

field is very smaller

than

the internal
internal

electric

field.

Accordingly,

the line-broadening

Stark effect.
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is only

due to the

§5. Application

of Monte Carlo Simulation

and Discussions

5-1 InSb

Just after photoexcitation, adjacent D-A pairs recombine immediately. If
the distance between the interacting D-A pairs is large, the recombination rate is
very small. The energy concerned with the D-A recombination, which is a

function of the distance r for D-A pairs, is given by Equation (4-1).
The
wavefunction

D-A

recombination

of the donor

the donor and the acceptor

rate

is governed

and that of acceptor.

by

the

overlap

Wavefunctions

between

a

for 1s state of

are as follows 32)

VD(r)=Cexp(-rlaB)

(5-1)

and

IPA(r)=C'exp(—Ir

(5-2)

respectively. Here C and C' are normalized factor, a B and a; are a Bohr radius
of the donor and acceptor, respectively,
acceptor. The recombination

R distance between

the donor and the

rate at position r is expressed by

W(r)=C'l exp(-rlaB-Ir-RIlaBWV
•(5-3)
The general form of W(r) is calculated exactly by Kamiya et al •51)However,
in the case that a Bohr radius of the donor is much larger than that of the
acceptor, the recombination rate is simply expressed bye
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W(r) = W
where

W

is

a constant

the half of the Bohr
about

ten times

related

radius

larger

exp(—r/RD)

to the binding

of the donor,

than

energy

aB. Since

that of an acceptor

(5-4)
of the impurity,

the Bohr radius

in InSb,

the above

and RD

of donor

is

situation

is

reasonable.
In order to analyze

the time variation

of the FWHM

of the line a, a Monte

Carlo simulation52)carried out by using the function W(r). Procedure of the
Monte

Carlo

simulation53)

donors

and acceptors

is shown

in the following.

of which total number

Every

labelled

neutralized

are 583x2 were randomly

distributed

on the 3-dimensional box, which consists of (4000)3 lattice points. Every W(r)
between one donor (or acceptor) and all acceptors (or donors) is calculated.
Moreover,
was

a numerically

prepared.

generated

It is assumed

psudo

random

that the following

number
law

y between

as shown

0 and 1

in the Ref.11

should be hold. All values of the W(r)/ Wm are compared with y, when that

WO/ Wmaxzr

(5-5)

all donor-acceptor pairs to which the above inequality is applicable, recombine
immediately, and contrary to the above condition, for
Wmax < r 2
the donor-acceptor

pairs remain neutral.
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(5-6)

Through the judgement based on these conditions, the probabilities of
existence were repeatedly calculated for all sets of the impurities. The one
process corresponds to 1 step on the calculation and the total calculation times
reaches 583x583 times. After T steps, the distribution of electric fields induced
by all ionized impurities which acted on remaining neutral impurities, and finally,
standard deviation (0) of statistical distribution of internal electric field was
obtained.

In this calculation,

free carriers

on the electric

Thomas
neutral

it is assumed

semiconductors.

due

is no screening

effect

by

of the number

of

field.

et al .32) numerically

impurities

that there

to D-A

deduced

time

recombination

In our case density

variation
for

of the donor

completely

and acceptor

compensated
is 1.4x1014cm-3

and ai, is 500A. The results obtained by Monte Carlo calculation (open circles)
are comparable with curves by Thomas et al. (solid line) in Fig.5.1. The
calculational

values

This fact supports
Actually,

by two different

that

the results

by comparing

methods

of the Monte

the decay curve

show good agreement
Carlo calculation
obtained

each other.

are valid.

experimentally

at 1.8K

with the calculational data, the time scale per 1 step (Thrp) can be determined.
With the properly adjusted time scale, both experimental and calculational data
are superposed in Fig.5.2. It is found that 1 step approximately corresponds to
2,us, because the W
W

is 5.0x105s4

time

variation

is given by Ti„,,,,t. After all, it is evident that the value of

for InSb at 1.8K. With use of the time scale obtained
of the

distribution

amplitude
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of electric

fields

thus, the

on the every

position
shifts

of neutral
towards

As a result,
delay-time

impurities

higher

is shown

electric

it is expected

field with the lapse

that the FWHM

after photopulse

In order to analyze

in Fig.5.3.

It is clear that the distribution
of time after photoexcitation.

of line

a broadens

as the lapse

of

excitation.
the FWHM

of the line a, time variation

of the standard

deviation (a) in the distribution of the electric field distribution is calculated and
shown in Fig.5.4. As the delay-time increases, the standard deviation rapidly
increases and saturates at a certain value. The result obtained by this simulation
shows that the inhomogeneity of the electric field increases with increase of the
ionized impurities. The experimentally obtained line-broadening shown in Fig.4.6
and 4.7 qualitatively agrees with the calculational result shown in Fig.5.4.
Here, the FWHM consists of two parts, namely the delay-time dependent
part and independent one. The former reflects the contribution of the Stark
broadening due to inhomogeneous distribution of electric field induced by ionized
impurities. The time variation of the FWHM is explained in the above discussions.
The latter, on the other hand, corresponds to the phonon broadening'-8)at a fixed
temperature, and the residual width caused by uncertain imperfections.
The recombination rate W(r) contains two independent parameters, Wnia.
and Rd. The quantity

Wmax was determined

by the experimental

The half

radius

Rd , was

of the Bohr

energy of the donor, assuming
field.

The

special

correlation

of the donor,
an isotropic

wavefunction

for the distribution
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derived

from

decay

curves.

the binding

for donor in the magnetic

between

the donor

and

the

acceptor

is not considered

it is necessary

in this calculation.

to take into account

As for more rigorous

the above-mentioned
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problems.

calculation,

5-2 Ge

In order
intrinsic

light intensities,

the discussion
internal

to analyze

the

the Monte

in the section

electric

dependence
Carlo

fields and the distribution

distribution

simulation

5-1. Especially,

As the first stage, the calculation
random

of the FWHM

method

the relation between
of ionized

was carried

of ionized impurities.

of absorption

impurities

line on

was employed

as

inhomogeneous
is discussed.

out in the case of completely

The procedure54-55) is simply summarized

in the following. Firstly, the initial configuration was decided. (3000)3 lattice
points

were employed

which

were

space.

Secondly,

calculated.

as size of three dimensional

the number

of 1730

the electric

Thirdly,

system.

and 850, respectively

fields

the distribution

at every

position

of the electric

Acceptors

and donors

,were distributed
of neutral

in this

impurities

field were deduced.

were
Finally,

the standard deviation (0) of the distribution was obtained. Moreover, this
calculational process for various density of ionized impurity was repeated.
Figure 5.5 shows U in the distribution of the electric field for various
system size, L, under the condition that Ni N is a constant. The notation Ni and
V (=L3)denote the concentration of ionized impurities and volume of the system,
respectively.

It appears

that a saturates

small, neutral

impurities

located

With

the large

Since this figure

system
shows

at a certain

near the surface

size , the effect
a saturation,

value.

of the system

of the impurities
this surface
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If the system

effect

size is

are not negligible.

near surface

decreases.

can be ignored

and the

system

size is valid

arrow is employed

in the Monte

amplitude

for various

concentration

N denotes

concentration

electric
Each

curve

at every
is obtained

With increasing
shifts toward

of ionized

ionized

impurities

of neutral

position

denoted

in Fig.5.6.

When

by an

of neutral

by smoothing
impurities,

impurities

with

the distribution

of ionized

the distributions

are plotted

a histogram

positions

The notation

the density

is 30%, 70%, and 100%,

Figure 5.7 shows comparisons
fields

is shown

impurities.

higher field, and becomes

of the electric

The value

of internal electric fields at neutral impurity

to the total impurities
fields

calculation.

in this calculation.

Distribution

impurities

Carlo

of the

in this figure.

the deviation

of the internal

of 5%.

electric

fields

much broader.

of the distribution

due to randomly

distributed

amplitude

ionized

of the strength

impurities

by Monte

Carlo calculation (open circles) with the same quantity calculated by a Holtzmark
function(solid line).49'56-58)
In these cases, the concentrations of ionized impurities
are 8.34x1014cm3

and 2.78x1015cm-3,

The Holtzmark
distribution
ionized

function

of electric

impurities

only case of random

fields

respectively.

has been employed
induced

by charged

in semiconducters17-18'
distribution

for various
particles

56). This function

of ionized

impurities

problems

such as

in plasma22) and

can be applied

and expressed

in the

by57-58)

F(E) =cc°° x sin x exp[ —(EHI E)3/2x3/2
7rE.11
dx, (5-7)
where

characterized

electric field EH is defined
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by

EH = 2.6 4 eN2" 1•
,7rE0E
The calculational
each other.

values

by two different

This fact supports

that

methods

(5-8)
are in good

the results of the Monte

agreement

with

Carlo calculation

is

valid.
As described
approximately

in section

in proportion

Thus, it is important

4, the FWHM

to the inhomogeneous

to examine

the concentration

Figure

5.8 shows

the a in the distribution

density

of ionized

impurities

normalized
impurities

factor.

Stark effect
doped

results.

Generally

transmutation-doped
are formed

of a

samples

impurities

is calculated

to samples

the relation

and the line-broadening

The notation
to the density

is discussed.

of electric

No denotes

a

of ionized
with

in transmutationimpurities

in the

that the distributions

of neutrons.1
by usual way, for example,

various

configuration

In particular,

density

configuration

Larsen17-188 pointed
50

for various

the second-order

of ionized

It is natural

field for various

in the following.

that

line-broadening

produced

between

field.

are in good agreement

the distributions

bombardment

line is

of the distribution.

field squared

it is considered

is nearly random.

random

methods,

in the distribution

law. This results

to the observed

in order to applied

FZ-grown

impurities

is in proportion

speaking,

by completely

Finally,
CZ-or

that a

strongly contributes

samples.

of electric

Accordingly,

of electric

dependence

configuration.

power

absorption

distribution

in random

It is found

to the four-third

the experimental

of the Zeeman

of ionized
dependence
of ionized

out the presence

of

weak pairing
FWHM
than

between

of a absorption-line

that

FWHM

from

his calculation

of initial

assumimg

random

which

that the

data in GaAs is smaller

distribution.

However,

by Stillman

the

is well

model.

in the distribution

configuration

it is expected

experimentally

i.e., weak pairing

deviation

Actually,

from experimental

line obtained

by the correlated,

The standard

shown

and an acceptor.

obtained

of the absorption

explained

types

a donor

of electric

are random,

field squared

dipole-like

in three

and lattice-like

is

in Fig.5.9.
As an extreme

case,

the distance

between

ionized

donors

and

ionized

acceptors was always about the effective Bohr radius(-50)A of impurity. A pair
of an ionized
causes

donor

a dipole.

random.

From

and ionized

acceptor

The configuration

Monte

which

of the pairs

Carlo calculation,

have charge

of plus and minus

is assumed

to be completely

it is found

that the variation

of a is in

proportion to the N2 power law. This variation qualitatively explains by a simple
nearest-neighbor

approximation

in the following.

(a) Random configuration
At first, the random
between

ionized

impurities

configuration

of impurities

is assumed.

Mean distance

is

r—il3cc
N.3(5-9)
1

4.7rN1.1.

Since the internal electric field by an ionized impurity is in proportion to
the 1/r2, where r is the distance between a neutral impurity and an ionized
51

impurity,

the mean electric

field

is expressed

by
2

E =

I
eAL-3
47rer-2•

(5-10)

Here, because the line-broadening A by the first-order Stark effect is in proportion
to the E, the 4 is given by
AxE
while z the line-broadening

xN.-3

by the second-order

AxE2

(5-11)
Stark effect is
4

cc N./3(5-12)

(b) Dipole-like configuration
.

About dipole-like configuration, since electric field by a dipole is in
proportion to the 1/r3, the line-broadening by the first-order Stark effect is
described by

while

the

A x E'x

line-broadening

by the second-order

AxE'

Thus,

result

Ar-/(5-13)

in the Monte

2

Stark

effect

is

x n2

Carlo

simulation

(5-14)

is well

explained

by

this

approximation.

(c) Lattice-like configuration
In the case

of the lattice-like
are with

equal

configuration,
period

donors

It is found

that

ionized

acceptors

smaller

than the other cases. This effect is due to offset of the electric
52

2

in turn.

the ionized

and the

a is much
fields.

Moreover,
variation

the

is in proportion

to the Nj2/3 power

is well unknown.
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law. The reason

of the

§6 Conclusion

The line-broadening due to the Zeeman absorption of acceptor impurity
in highly compensated InSb and Ge has been observed. In highly compensated
InSb, the FWHM for the line a increases as the lapse of delay time after
photopulse excitation increases. In highly compensated and transmutation-doped
Ge, the FWHM of Zeeman absorption line for Ga acceptor increases as intensity
of photopulse excitation decreases.
It is concluded that the line-broadening is caused by Stark effect due to
the inhomogeneous electric field induced by the ionized impurities. Experimental
results are qualitatively in agreement with the theory by Stoneham22-23)
in randomly
distributed ionized impurities and mainly dominated by the second-order Stark
effect.
However, the distribution of impurities in semiconductors is not clear.
The distribution of the electric field induced by ionized impurities in the presence
of correlation between impurities cannot deduce analytically. In order to analyze
the relation between the inhomogeneous electric field and the distribution of
ionized impurities, the Monte Carlo simulation was carried out.
For InSb, the method of the Monte Carlo calculation with the function of

D-A recombination probability W(r) was employed, and qualitatively explained
the line-broadening.
that of acceptor

However,

if the Bohr radius

as the case in Ge, it is necessary
54

of donor

is comparable

to use the complete

with

formula.

For Ge, the calculation
in good agreement

assuming

random

with the experimental

that the distribution

of ionized

random.

for the three

Moreover,

impurities,

as random,

simulation

was attempted.

configuration
power

to the four-third
proportion
doped

power

and lattice-like

configuration,

of ionized

system,

well

inhomogeneous
has been

it is expected

of impurities

very important.

future,

distributed

that interesting

to the four-third
dipoles-like

of ionized

D-A

impurities

of the distribution

squared.

is in

If non-transmutation

is supported.

line-broadening

analyzed

in random

of the impurity

theoretically.59-6°)
phenomena

absorption

in a

In such a low-dimensional

concerning

with the distribution

will appeare.

Physically

the way

aboveresult

of ionized

the Monte Carlo

impurities

that broadening
impurities

Ge is almost

of distribution

to the density of ionized

is

it is concluded

distribution

the broadening

law. It is found

sample is employed,

quantum

the

of initial

of electric fields does not obey the density

to the density

Recently,

open

examples

Especially,

impurities

in transmutation-doped

law. On the other hand, in the case of system

pairs, distribution

of ionized

results. From this analysis,

impurities

dipole-like

is in proportion

configuration

and engineeringly,
The Monte
to elucidate

line-broadening

Carlo

study
method

the distribution
due

to

configurations

of ionized

impurities

experimentally

for various

compensated

the

on the distribution
proposed

will be clarified
semiconductors.
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in this study

of impurities
internal

of impurities

Stark

is useful

in semiconductors
effect

in detail

is

for

to
. In

various

and investigated
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Appendix

Energy

shift of 2p, state in a hydrogenic

Stark effect is expressed

impurity

due to the second-order

by

E2p+ = —78(47rE0e)aBE2

(A-1)

Accordingly, by considering the distribution of internal electric field squared
that is caused by inhomogeneous distribution of ionized impurities, the shape of
absorption line is given by

S (E2/,+) = —78(4.7rEos)aBW(E2)

(A-2)

The lineshapeof Zeemantransition,1s-2p,calculatedby using(A-2)is
shown in Fig.5.10. The notation Bo is resonance magnetic field without internal
Stark effect. The distribution of the electric field squared, W(E2)is calculated by
the Monte Carlo simulation in section 5. In this calculation, concentration of
ionized impurities

is 2.783(1015cm3. Here, the lineshape contains another

broadening (=0.12T) due to phonon broadening etc.
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Table I

List of Samples

InSb

Sample

Type

ND(cm-3)

NA(cm-3)

Compensation
Ratio(K)

C2-307

p

1.0x1014

1.1x1014

0.91

Ge (Transmutation-doped)

Sample

Type

ND(cm3)

NA(cce)

Compensation

As

Ga

Ratio(K)

a

p

-

9.00x1014

^-•0

b

p

6.00x1014

7.30x1015

0.082

c

p

1.32x1015

3.27x1015

0.40

d

p

1.39x1015

2.83x1015

0.49

e

p

1.47x1015

2.42x1015

0.61

f

p

1.54x1015

2.02x1015

0.76

Ge (Fz-grown)

Sample

g

Type

p

NA(cm-3)

Compensatio

Ga

Ratio(K)

9.0x1014

—0

